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Craig Herlihy
42 Highfields Rd.
Wilton, NH 03086
December 21, 2017
Dear Pamela Monroe,
Dear New Hampshire SEC,
I am writing to you with major concerns about the Northern Pass proposal. For those of us in NH, there
is so much at stake.
I just returned home from winter vacation in the White Mountains as I have done every year since I
was a kid. The North Country is one of the best places on Earth! As I gazed upon the grand vistas and
breathed in the fresh air, I wondered how anyone would consider compromising such beauty for any
reason.
The White Mountains are the crown jewel of NH. The character of our state and our tourist industry are
dependent on the untainted vistas and beautiful views that we cherish. The environmental impacts of
this project would be felt and seen for miles around. It is equally unacceptable to make the energy
ratepayers pay to construct this monstrosity.
I have recently produced a video showing the highlights of the “Stop The Northern Pass Rally” held at
the NH State House on April 23, 2017. Hundreds of people attended and the featured speakers detailed
some of the reasons why this proposal is so bad for NH. I have attached a link if would like to view it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrxwbpRD_vE
These beautiful places in our state have been handed down to us. As stewards of this land, it is our
responsibility to protect and preserve it for future generations. Please do not allow Eversource and
Hydro-Quebec to blight NH with this unnecessary Northern Pass proposal. Stop The Northern Pass from
destroying New Hampshire’s identity, scarring the landscape and selling out our tourist industry.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Craig Herlihy
Wilton, NH
Sincerely,
Craig Herlihy

